AUTHENTICATION & CONDITION REPORT
Order number

XXXX

Brand & Model

Breitling Super Avenger 48

Year

Unknown

Complications

Hours, minutes, seconds, date, chronograph

Serial number

N/A as serial number is not authentic (refer to conclusion)

Conclusion

The watch is NOT authentic and correct. For details we refer to
the remainder of the report
Box: No

Papers: No

Condition: Poor

SUMMARY:
Unfortunately, we conclude that this Breitling Super Avenger 48, is not authentic and correct. Based on
the thorough Authenticity and Condition Assessment performed by one of our watchmakers, we have
concluded that several aspects of the watch are not in order. Here below we have listed the most significant,
and in pictures of the process section of this report you will find detailed pictures and explanations:
-

The level of finishing on this watch is not consistent with Breitling quality;

-

The details on this watch are not consistent with the Breitling Super Avenger model;

-

The case, bezel, hands, case-back (and various other parts) are all not authentic Breitling parts;

-

The watch does hold a 7750 ETA movement, which is also used by Breitling in these models
(Breitling ‘enhances’ these movement to be used in their Super Avengers of this period). However,
we cannot say with certainty if this is an original 7750 ETA movement that was enhanced by
Breitling or if the ‘Breitling’ markings have been later added in. Either way the movement does not
fit well in the casing (that’s why the watch make a bit of a funny sound when you shake it);

-

The finishing of the logo on the dial is not authentic and not in accordance with Breitling standards;

-

The Breitling stamp on the side of the bezel is not authentic and not in accordance with Breitling
standards

In the appendix “Pictures of the process” of this report we have included detailed pictures +
explanations and comparison material with correct watches.
In the rest of the report you will find these conclusions substantiated with pictures.

1.

ASSESSING AUTHENTICITY
Serial number of the case matches with serial number on the card/papers and is a valid number?
The serial number that is in the case-back is XXXXXXX. However, the quality with which these engravings
have been marked on the case back (laser-engraved, but of relatively poor quality) are not consistent with
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Breitling models. This is considered a first red flag. Also, there are no papers/warranty cards available to test
the serial number against. It might well be an actual Breitling Super Avenger model serial number that was
used on this replica.
Service parts optical (case, crystal, dial, hands, pushers, bracelet)?
Please refer to our detailed analysis in the ‘pictures of the process’ section in the back of the report where we
carefully explain and show that the parts on this watch are not authentic and correct.
Movement contains authentic brand products?
The watch does contain an ETA 7750 movement, which is consistent with the Breitling Avenger Models.
However, Breitling ‘enhances’ these movements to fit in their Breitling Super Avengers and also customizes
these with engravings etcetera. We cannot with 100% certainty say if the engravings have been done by
Breitling on this ETA 7750 movement, but we consider that not likely. It could also be that the people who
created this watch purchased an original movement and put it into this incorrect case to boost sales value.
Service parts used in the movement?
Please refer to our detailed analysis in the ‘pictures of the process’ section in the back of the report where we
carefully explain and show that the parts on this watch are not authentic and correct.

2.

ASSESSING CONDITION
Condition of the case and case-gasket
The condition and overall finishing of the case are poor. As indicated in the section pictures of the process, the
case and case-back are both not authentic Breitling parts. This also results in the fact that the movement is not
properly attached to the case itself (therefor making a bit of a funny sound when you would shake the watch).
This is also not consistent with an authentic Breitling model.
Condition of lubrication
The lubrication of the movement, but also the state of the movement itself is poor. The movement is very
dirty, and details such as the screws with which the movement is (somewhat) attached to the case are of poor
quality and not in accordance with Breitling models.
Condition of the bracelet including lugs
There was no bracelet included in the set that we received, only the watch itself.
Condition of the crystal (plexiglass or sapphire glass)
The condition of the glass is good, with limited scratches. However, it seems that this glass is not antireflective which you would expect from a sapphire glass produced by Breitling. As such there are indications
that this is not an authentic Breitling produced glass either.
Other observations
There are various indications that the watch is not authentic and correct, for detailed pictures refer to the
pictures of the process chapter of this report.
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3.

OVERALL CONCLUSION AND SIGNOF
THIS BREITLING SUPER AVENGER IS NOT AUTHENTIC AND CORRECT

Initials observer:

M.S.

Date:

XX-XX-XXXX

SIGNED ON ORIGINAL
Signature:
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AUTHENTICATION CHECKS
Box and papers
Authentic brand outer-box

Not included

Authentic brand box

Not included

Authentic papers

Not included

Case
Authentic case and lugs

X

Correct and authentic dial

X

Correct Breitling finishing

X

Serial number
Serial number match papers

Papers not included

Authenticity case engraving

X

Movement
Correct movement type

√ (ETA 7750 movement)

Correct complications

√

Authentic and correct material & brand engravings

X the overall quality of the
finishing is poor, movement does
not fit well in case, also quality of
the screws and other details are
not in accordance with Breitling
standards. The Breitling
engravings on this 7750 ETA
movement are presumably not
authentic but this cannot be said
with 100% certainty.
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PICTURES OF THE PROCESS

Here above the Breitling Super Avenger 48 as we have received it at our Authenticiaton Center, taken from the front
and of the case-back.

How it is on this watch:

Various aspects of the dial in
terms of the level of finishing
and details are not consistent
with what you would expect
from a Breitling Super Avenger.
Here below we will show those
in more detail.
We will compare the details of
this watch with the following
mark:

How it is on this watch:
With how it would look on an
original with the following
mark:

How it should be:
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How it is on this watch:

The pointer at 12 o’clock is not
correct in terms of shape, sizing
and the spacing the the sub-dial
just below 12 o’ clock:

How it should be:

How it is on this watch:

The quality, shape, sizing and
proportions of the Breitling
logo on the dial are not correct
compared to the original:

How it should be:
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How it is on this watch:

The overall shape, level of
finishing, color and proportions
of the Lume pit at 12 o’clock is

How it should be:

The finishing of the Breitling
logo on the bezel at 6 o’clock is
not consistent with the type of
method used for applying (on
this watch: laser edged,
whereas at Breitling these are
stamped/pushed in the metal)

How it is on this watch:
How it should be:
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How it is on this watch:

If you look closely, you can see
that the same method of laseredging tech is used by the
replicators for the engravings in
other areas of the watch such as
the inside of the case-back
here:

Also the ‘quality and finishing’
of the ‘swirls’ in the case-back
of the watch is very poor on this
watch, which would much more
crisp/cleaner/and of highquality on an authentic Breitling
watch.
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Also, the level of quality and finishing of the various hands on the dial and sub-dials of the watch are not in accordance
with Breitling standards, and are thus strong indications that these parts are not authentic and correct:

How it is on this watch:

How it is on this watch:

How it should be:
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Additionally, there are various other parts of this watch that you can tell are definitely not from the quality and finishing
level Breitling watches would have, some examples:

How it is on this watch
(inside of the watch):
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Other details such as the font used on the dial and case-back do not exactly match the Breitling font used by Breitling
on their watches, which are further details that the lettering is not authentic and correct, such as here with letter ‘G’:

How it is on this watch:

How it should be:

Lastly, the watch does contain a ETA 7750 movement, which is consistent with these Breitling models. However, Breitling
‘enhances’ these movements to fit in their Breitling Super Avengers and also customizes these with engravings etcetera.
We cannot with 100% certainty say if the engravings have been done by Breitling on this ETA 7750 movement, but we
consider that not likely. It could also be that the people who created this watch purchased an original movement and
put it into this incorrect case to boost sales value.

How it is on this watch:
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How it is on this watch:

How it is on this watch:
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